
Introduction_________________________________________
In addition to learning the facts and concepts of biology, we hope that our students are learning 
how science works as a process.  This includes the reasoning skills required to form hypotheses, 
analyze data, and design experiments to test a given question.  These skills are best learned in 
laboratory classes, where students can engage in the scientific process.  Recent calls for reform 
in biology undergraduate education have urged a change to more inquiry-based laboratory 
classes.  It is logically assumed that students should learn scientific reasoning better from 
inquiry-based classes.  Participation in thinking about what the experimental questions should 
be to study a particular topic and then reasoning how to design an appropriate experiment are 
thought to lead to better student outcomes, as opposed to conducting “cookbook”-style 
experiments to replicate predetermined results (Handelsman et al., 2004).  While some studies 
have shown better learning of scientific reasoning from inquiry-based labs (Lord and 
Orkwiszewski, 2006), evidence from controlled studies on more advanced, upper-division 
classes, is sparse.

A recent meta-analysis of 142 papers describing inquiry-based labs found that the definition of 
inquiry varies widely (Beck, et al., 2014).  Inquiry can range from the students determining the 
answer to a question (structured inquiry), to the students defining the hypothesis and all 
aspects of the experiment (open-inquiry)(Windschitl, 2002).  This begs the question, how much 
inquiry is necessary to improve student outcomes?  From the practical standpoint of designing 
labs for high-enrollment courses, greater inquiry poses more logistical challenges and incurs 
greater expense.

We have designed an assessment to measure scientific reasoning skills, and administered it to 
students before and after completion of our upper-division biochemistry lab course.  The 
assessment was used to compare outcomes from low-inquiry and high-inquiry versions of the 
course.

Course Studied and Inquiry Rubric________________
Biochemical Techniques is an upper-division biochemistry and molecular biology lab course.  We 
routinely rotate two different versions of the biggest project through the class in different 
quarters.  In both versions of the project the students examine signal transduction and conduct 
a Western blot to measure Erk/MAP kinase phosphorylation (activation), and an ELISA to 
measure phospholipase C activation.

Version 1—Low Inquiry: This version of the project would be defined as structured inquiry.  The 
experiments are applied to study sea urchin fertilization.  The students are provided with the 
questions that they will answer and the experimental variables they will perform.  Over the 
course of the project they answer the questions “Is the calcium influx that occurs at fertilization 
sufficient for MAP kinase inactivation, and is the calcium influx sufficient for cleavage of the 
zygote?”

Version 2—High inquiry: This version of the project would be somewhere between guided and 
open inquiry.  The students study fibroblast growth factor (FGF-2) signal transduction in cultures 
of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts.  They are provided with a dataset that describes three effects of FGF-2 in 
NIH 3T3 cells, and based on this they must develop a hypothesis to explain how these effects 
are signaled and design an experiment to test it.

Inquiry Element Sea urchin 
signaling—Low 

Inquiry

FGF signaling—
High-Inquiry

1 Background concepts, information 
on experimental system

provided provided

2 Make observations about system, 
interpret data

not done derive

3 Derive question or hypothesis provided derive
4 Procedures, techniques used provided provided
5 Design experiment, come up with 

variables
provided derive

6 Decide how to analyze raw data provided provided
7 Derive conclusions from data derive derive
8 Communicate results provided provided

Rubric of Inquiry Elements We have developed a rubric for defining the degree of inquiry in 
a laboratory project that is suitable for upper-division biology labs, revised from those developed by Buck et 
al. (2008) and Weaver et al. (2008).  The table gives each of the eight rubric items and indicates for the two 
versions of the BIBC 103 lab project whether that item is provided to the students, or if the students derive
that item, or if it is not done.

The Scientific Reasoning Skills Assessment_______
We created an assessment to measure scientific reasoning skills that would meet the following 
requirements:
• Questions of varying difficulty to capture a range of skill levels

• Can be completed in relatively short period of time (45 minutes)

• Scoring is not too time consuming

• Clear rubric for free-response questions

Skill Assessed Question Type Point value Relative 
difficulty

Form 
Hypothesis

1 free response 2 easy

2 free response 2 difficult

Interpret Data
3 multiple choice 2 easy – moderate

4 multiple choice 2 difficult

Design 
Experiment 5 free response 4 varied – multiple 

components

Assessment Design

Assessment Validation______________________________
Six students were interviewed after completing the post class assessment and asked about each 
question.  During the interview, the complete answer to each question was carefully explained to 
the student.  When asked about how understandable each question was with regard to what we 
intended, the students generally responded that the questions were very clear.  The students 
were also asked if with sufficient instruction in the particular skill tested by that question, 
whether it was reasonable that it could be answered by an undergraduate student in biology.  For 
free response questions that were scored by looking for specific rubric items to be mentioned 
(see sample assessment question), the students were asked about each rubric item individually.  
Students generally responded that it was very likely each question could be answered correctly by 
an undergraduate.  One exception was one of the rubric items looked for in free response 
answers to question 2 (see the Assessment Design table).  Four of the six students interviewed 
responded that it was not very likely an undergraduate student could generate that response, one 
responded it was somewhat likely and one responded it was very likely.  A small number of 
students (0.5 – 1%) do give the complete full answer to this question when taking the 
assessment.

Results_____________________________________________________________________
__

Instructor A
Fall 2017

Instructor A
Spring 2018

Instructor B
Winter 2018

Instructor B 
Winter 2019

Instructor C
Winter 2019

Degree of 
inquiry High inquiry Low inquiry High inquiry Low inquiry Low inquiry

Number of 
students 77 68 50 106 21

Mean score on 
assessment
(out of 12 

points)

Pre 6.27
Post 6.82

Pre 6.65
Post 6.69

Pre 6.61
Post 7.23

Pre 5.48
Post 6.20

Pre 6.07
Post 6.38

p = < 0.01 not significant < 0.05 < 0.001 not significant

Effect size
(Cohen’s d) 0.30 (small effect) 0.03 (no effect) 0.36 (small effect) 0.42 (small/med. 

effect) 0.18 (no/small effect)

Assessment Results: The assessment was administered at the beginning and end of the class, for five independent classes 
taught by three different instructors.  The students were incentivized by offering a small amount of extra credit, based on the number 
of question answered correctly, for instructors A and C.  For instructor B, the students were not incentivized.  The pre and post-test 
assessments results for each student were paired for the analysis.

Conclusions and Discussion_______________________________________
The assessment: The scientific reasoning skills assessment was able to measure pre to post-class gains in these skills across 
multiple classes taught by different instructors.  Three of the 5 classes assessed showed a statistically significant increase for the 
average score.  Along with the positive response to the assessment questions by students who were interviewed after completing 
it, this suggests the assessment is a valid instrument for measuring learning gains in the skills required for hypothesis formation, 
data interpretation, and experimental design.  While the change in average pre to post-class assessments scores was modest, this is 
not unexpected.  The more difficult assessment questions were designed to be challenging to students who had completed the 
Biochemical Techniques course so that a broad range of skill levels could be measured.  This is in contrast to what would be 
expected for pre to post-class improvement on a concept inventory, where students who have successfully learned the material are
expected to be correctly answer the majority of the questions.

The high-inquiry version of the class may achieve more consistent improvement in scientific reasoning 
skills:  The two high-inquiry classes showed statistically significant increases in student learning of scientific reasoning skills, with a 
small effect size as measured by Cohen’s d.  Two of the three low-inquiry classes showed no improvement or small, non-significant 
improvement in average score.  However, the third low inquiry-class showed strong, significant improvement with a close to 
moderate effect size.  While improvement in scientific reasoning skills may be more consistent with the high-inquiry version of the 
class, it is possible that students may learn these skills equally well in the low-inquiry version.  The low-inquiry class project does 
have some elements of inquiry, and involves more than simply replicating known results.

Learning scientific reasoning skills is only one of the student outcomes that we hope to achieve in biology lab classes.  In addition to 
mastery of important biological concepts, other outcomes include improvement in science self-efficacy and self-identity, and a 
more positive attitude toward learning science.  Inquiry-based labs have been shown to improve student outcomes in these areas 
that involve student attitudes (Beck et al., 2014; Lord and Orkwiszewski, 2006).  In particular, student feelings of ownership toward 
their work in biology lab classes are improved with the introduction of inquiry-based curriculum (Hester et al., 2018).  In the next 
phase of our study we plan to use the Project Ownership Survey (Hanauer and Dolan, 2014) to measure differences in this affect 
between students who have completed the low vs. high-inquiry versions of the class.

Example Question from Assessment Question 5 from the assessment is shown 
above, along with the rubric for scoring the question.
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